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ABSTRACT

For nuclear waste repositories with both long operational periods (50 yr) and long performance assessment periods (10 000 yr), the Disturbed Rock Zone (the zone of rock in which the mechanical and hydrologic properties have changed in response to excavation; abbreviated as DRZ) is important to both operational (e.g., slab or fracture failure of the excavation) and long term performance (e.g., seal system performance and fluid transport). At the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), the DRZ has been characterized with three approaches: visual observation; geophysical methods; and permeability measurements. Visual observations in drillholes indicate that fluids and fractures are common in the host rock of the underground facility. Geophysical studies have utilized radar, electromagnetic (EM), and direct current (DC) electromagnetic methods. Radar has been useful, but the penetration is limited by the water content and bedded nature of the host rock. The EM method was able to detect a fourfold increase in resistivity from 1 to 5 m into the rock. This trend reflects a fourfold increase in the moisture content from near the excavation (0.5 to 1% by weight) to 5 m into the host rock (2 to 3% by weight). The DC method has been able to detect zones of moisture around the excavation. Numerous gas permeability measurements indicate that beyond 2 m from an excavation halite and interbeds (anhydrite and clay) allow very low gas flow (calculated permeabilities < 1 microdarcy for gas flow tests and <0.01 microdarcy for brine-based permeability tests). Within 2 m of the excavation, very high flow rates (10^4 SCCM) were measured. All three approaches have defined a DRZ at the WIPP extending laterally throughout the excavation and varying in depth from 1 to 5 m, according to the size and age of the opening.
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INTRODUCTION

Following excavation of underground openings, a Disturbed Rock Zone (DRZ) forms in the wall rock and is defined as the zone of rock in which mechanical properties (e.g., elastic modulus) and hydrologic properties (e.g., permeability and fluid inflow) have changed in response to the excavation. The present extent of the DRZ around workings at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is delineated in this paper based on the measurement of rock properties in field studies. The measurement of these rock properties is relatively straightforward, but the processes involved in the development of a DRZ are complex, although basically related to stress relief and/or rapid strain rates. The formation of the DRZ drives coupled processes such as changes in permeability in response to fracture growth. This report will delineate the DRZ in the underground facility at the WIPP based on field observations and the available measurements of rock properties and will provide a basis for further studies of the processes that result in the development of a DRZ. Since nuclear waste repositories have both long periods of operation (50 yr) and performance assessment (10,000 yr), characterization and understanding of the DRZ are important to the evaluation of operational (e.g., slab or fracture failure of the excavation) and long term performance (e.g., seal system performance and fluid transport).

The WIPP is an underground research and development facility currently under construction in bedded salt near Carlsbad, New Mexico. The purpose of the WIPP is to demonstrate the safe storage of transuranic wastes generated by defense activities of the United States. The waste disposal technology developed has applications to other programs, in the U.S. and elsewhere, which are considering underground disposal of nuclear wastes in salt.

The WIPP underground facility lies 653 m below the surface (Figures 1 and 2). The underground areas are divided basically between three tasks: site and preliminary design validation (SPDV); technology experiments; and demonstration of full-scale TRU waste disposal. Mining of the SPDV areas started in 1982, of the experiment areas in 1984, and of the waste disposal panels in 1986.

At the WIPP, the DRZ has been characterized using three approaches: visual observation; geophysical methods; and measurement of hydraulic properties. All three approaches have defined a DRZ at the WIPP extending laterally throughout the excavation and varying in depth from 1 to 5 m, according to the size and age of the opening. This report contains some initial results of an ongoing experimental program to develop a more detailed three-dimensional definition of the DRZ.
Figure 1. Underground WIPP Facility
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS IN BOREHOLES

During development of the underground workings at the WIPP site, numerous drillholes were made for stratigraphic studies, test areas for experiments, and construction foundations. As the presence of a DRZ became apparent, Bechtel National (1986) drilled numerous holes specifically to investigate the DRZ. Therefore, we have a data base of direct observations of the DRZ spread both spatially and in time. These visual observations using drillholes indicate that fractures (with apertures greater than 2 mm and visible without enhancement to the naked eye) and fluids are common in the wall rock of the underground facility. The observations from these boreholes suggest the development of an elliptical pattern of fractures around an excavation as summarized in an idealized cross-section of a WIPP Room (Figure 3). The basic features of these observations are as follows:

- An arcuate fracture system, concave towards the opening, develops in the floor and the back, crosscutting the stratigraphy.
- Separations may develop along stratigraphic markers such as clay seams.
- Shear displacements are observed along some fractures and separations.
- Vertical fractures and spalling are observed within the ribs.

A reexamination of existing boreholes was conducted in 1987 (Francke, 1987). This reexamination showed that the extent of observed fracturing in borehole arrays increased from 48% of the array locations in 1986 to 73% in 1987. The locations without fractures are largely restricted to drifts with narrow spans (4 x 4 m). In the oldest 11 x 4 m test rooms (Room 1 through 4), 100% of the locations exhibited fractures 2 mm or greater.

Chronology of Fracture Observations

- In 1983, the exploratory drift, E140 (also known as the south drift), was driven 1000 m south of the site center to verify the stratigraphic continuity and suitability of the facility horizon in the waste panel area. After completion of this drift, a separation was observed consistently 10-15 cm up into the back. This separation was within a massive halite unit and was not associated with a clay seam. The separation appears to be related to a marked change in halite grain size. In portions of the south drift, the rock salt below this separation has been scaled down and/or rockbolted.

- In the autumn of 1984, the structures of Marker Bed 139 (MB139) were studied in several drillholes in the north end of Room 4 (Borns, 1985). MB139 was found to be fractured. Many of these fractures were interpreted to have existed prior to excavation, and these fractures also provided zones of weakness that reopened in response to the excavation. At the same time, several 0.9 m-diameter drillholes were completed in the south end of Room 4. In these holes, fractures developed in the halite above MB139 and within the marker bed.

- In the summer and autumn of 1985, a series of 22 0.9-m-diameter drillholes was drilled in the south end of Room 3 to provide the foundations for bulkheads (Room 3 has been divided in two with the south end becoming Room T).
These drillholes exposed fractures both in MB139 and in the halite above, as seen the year before in Room 4. However, due to the large number of holes drilled, the fracture system in Room 3 was much more exposed than in Room 4. All of the holes in Room 3 were interconnected by the fracture system. Exploratory drilling in the north end of Room 3 revealed that the fracture system extended throughout the room.

In 1986 after the fracture systems in several of the SPDV rooms were documented, Bechtel National (1986), in order to gather more information for design validation completed a reconnaissance drilling project throughout the underground facility. This study found areas of fracturing outside the SPDV rooms, notably the shaft stations, and at both levels of the facility horizon (Figure 2). A year later Francke (1987) reexamined the Bechtel drillholes and found that the extent of fracturing had increased significantly over a 1 yr interval.

In 1987, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) began to evaluate whether the back in test rooms could support hoist equipment. In this study, areaally extensive separations were found in both rooms, and the rooms were rockbolted for protection. The mining contractor began to develop the working concept that similar fractures and separations would develop throughout the facility with time. An Openings Maintenance Program was started to set the criteria and methods for control of these fractures and related features.
Figure 2. Key Stratigraphic Units at WIPP Facility Level
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS

In-Mine Electromagnetic Surveys

Electromagnetic methods measure the apparent resistivity of the host rock. Properties, such as permeability and fluid content, can be inferred or calculated from the resistivities. The initial phase of this study was the measurement of the electrical conductivity of the wall rock, using conventional electromagnetic coupling equipment. Two systems were used: the EM-31 and EM-34 systems manufactured by Geonics, Ltd., of Toronto, Canada (Keller et al., 1987; Pfeifer, 1987). In both of these the mutual coupling between two induction coils is measured and converted to apparent resistivity. With the EM-31 system, the two coils are separated by a distance of 3 m along the excavation surface. In the EM-34 system, the two induction coils are separated by 20 m. These configurations result in a distance of search (penetration) of 1 to 2 m (for the EM-31) and 10 to 20 m (for the EM-34). Measurements were made at 3.2 m (EM-31) and 7.2 m (EM-34) intervals along the same traverses in selected drifts at the WIPP (Figure 4). In essence, this survey configuration measures the electrical conductivity (or resistivity—the reciprocal of conductivity) adjacent (EM-31) to the mined opening and 10 m (EM-34) away from the opening.

For the EM-31 system, the measured conductivities for the wall rock up to 2 m from the excavation range from 1 to 5 millisiemens per meter (from 200 to 1000 ohm-meters). For the EM-34 system, the deeper conductivity measurements, up to 20 m from the excavation, range from 7 to 10 millisiemens (100 to 140 ohm-meters).
The deeper measurements with the EM-34 show a conductivity several times larger than those measured with the EM31 system. The EM-31 and EM34 measurements are being compared with resistivities measured in salt mines in Germany by Kessels et al. (1985). Based on this comparison, we expect the free water content of the salt around the mine opening to increase from 0.5 to 1.0% (by weight) at the excavation surface to between 2.0 to 3.0% at several meters depth (Figure 5). This observation may reflect an alteration of the wall rocks of the tunnels due to drying by the ventilation system.

The second phase was the measurement of the electric field and electrical potential in the mine openings with a source of direct current sited on the surface. The rocks around the mine workings were energized using a fixed dipole source located on the Earth's surface. Two wells (located 1.0 km apart and with 300-m-deep casings) were used as electrodes. From the determination of the electric field at selected stations in the underground workings, apparent resistivities were calculated for the rock mass near the excavations.

The preliminary survey in the underground facility shows a broad range of lateral variation in resistivity (30 to 10 000 ohm-m, Figure 6). Some of this variation can be attributed to dehydration of the host salt adjacent to heated rooms and to zones where the wall rock is rich in brine and seen to visibly weep to the surface of the excavation. The sensitivity of this method is approximately proportional to the size of the conducting unit being detected (Pfeiffer, 1987). Roughly, a unit 1 m in length is detectable at a distance of 1 m and a body 30 m in length is detectable at a distance of 30 m. Future surveys using the DC method will be conducted with a shorter interval between stations than the 100 m separation used in the experimental survey. The shorter separation will permit a determination of the size of the conducting units that cause the distinct variations in the apparent resistivities adjacent to the underground facility.

**Borehole Moisture and Density Measurements**

The U. S. Geological Survey (Hudson, 1987) conducted a series of trial moisture and density measurements in boreholes underground at the WIPP. These measurements are based on standard geophysical logging methods, such as neutron-epithermal neutron, neutron-gamma, and the Troxler-moisture meter. The specific probes for each method were calibrated using material mined from the WIPP to account for the effects specifically associated with the brine at the WIPP site, such as the high-chloride background. The moisture and density measurements were made in an array of drillholes (9 m deep) in the roof, back, and floor of a drift used in the gas-flow testing described below. The moisture content determined from these methods ranges from 3 to 5 weight % for the halite to as high as 9% in the anhydrite and clay marker beds above and below the excavations and within the DRZ. Although the application of these methods at the WIPP is still developmental and the calibration may require more examination, the halite moisture values from the logging probes are in the same range as the values determined by the TEM method described above. These moisture contents are 5 to 10 times larger than the moisture contents assumed earlier for WIPP salt (Powers et al., 1978). The moisture content of halitic interbeds cannot be attributed to accessory minerals: for example, polyhalite, which contains approximately 6% water by weight and comprises less
Figure 4. Location of EM-31 and EM-34 Traverses (in Black)
than 5% of rock salt, can only contribute 0.3% of the water present in the rock salt.

In-Mine Radar Surveys

Various radar methods have been considered as ways to map rock zones around underground openings in the WIPP project (Unterberger, 1981; Cook, 1982). It was thought that radar would be able to map discontinuities such as breccia pipes and detect brine and gas reservoirs as found in the salt deposits around the WIPP. These early radar studies were conducted, prior to underground construction at the WIPP, in the Mississippi Chemical Corporation Mine near the WIPP. While radar showed promise in dry, nearly pure halite, Unterberger and Cook in their separate studies found that radar was limited by presence of impurities such as water and clay in the halite from bedded and domal salt deposits. Unterberger found a high reflection coefficient for the air-rock interface in the in situ mine tests of radar. He speculated that this high coefficient may be due to a higher water content for rock salt than expected. Reverberations were induced by the radar pulse within the rock salt at early times in Unterberger's experiment. These early time reverberations effectively obscured any returns from deeper into the rock mass.

Cook (1982) also found that radar was ineffective in bedded rock salt when probing for a breccia pipe underground. Cook noted that clay seams and other conductive inclusions in halite will limit the penetration of the radar system, decreasing its effectiveness as a survey method. Despite these limitations, the project has proceeded to field several surveys of the test rooms at WIPP. It has been suggested based on these surveys that radar can detect fractures in the 0 to 1 m range. The complete evaluation of the method will await the reports on this set of field surveys.
Figure 5. Apparent Resistivity versus Water Content

Explanation of Figure 5: This figure displays the relationship between apparent resistivity and water content for different factors of cementation or consolidation (m) for Archies Law (m = 2.5 to 2.75 for Asse salt [Kessels et al., 1985]), crosshatched ranges are for resistivities of both Asse salt (high and low resistivity salt) and salt tailings pile (Salzhunde Ronnenberg) in which the water content was determined independently (Kessels et al., 1985); the stippled ranges are apparent resistivities of salt at the WIPP facility horizon; the water content of WIPP salt can be extrapolated from the intersection of the WIPP resistivities with the lines for the different consolidation factors.
Figure 6. Apparent Resistivity Measurements in Ohm-Meters
HYDRAULIC TESTING

Brine Inflow

During the excavation of the underground WIPP facility, brine inflow was observed in shallow drillholes drilled from the repository (Popielak, 1983; Popielak et al., 1983) or as weeps on the ribs and back of the facility (Alcorn, 1983). The occurrence of brine inflow to the facility up to 1987 has been documented by Deal and Case (1987). The migration of brine into controlled boreholes in heated and unheated salt was described and modeled by Nowak (1986) and Nowak and McTigue (1987).

Gas-Flow Testing

Gas flow tests at the WIPP site were conducted from horizontal, vertical (both up and down), and angled boreholes drilled from the WIPP drifts (Stormont et al., 1987). Test fluid (nitrogen) was injected into the test interval (a portion of the borehole isolated by the packer system). The majority of the tests were either constant pressure flow tests or pressure decay tests conducted from single boreholes. The principal data from both constant pressure flow tests and pressure decay tests are flow rates of gas from the test interval into the surrounding formation. To facilitate comparisons of flow rates measured during different conditions (test pressure and test interval size), flow rates have been normalized to 0.07 MPa (10 psig) working pressure and a test interval of 1 m length and 13 cm diameter (Stormont et al., 1987). Permeabilities can be calculated by assuming that the rock is a homogeneous, isotropic porous medium and that the flow ideally obeys Darcy’s Law.

Results of these gas flow tests in test intervals composed of rock salt are given in Figure 7 as the logarithm of the normalized flow rate versus the distance of test interval from the excavation. Beyond 1 m the flow rates are consistently small (<1 SCCM [1 standard cubic centimeter per minute]) and within 1 m of the excavation, flow rates vary by many orders of magnitude (1 to 10^3 SCCM).

When the test interval containing an interbed layer was distant from the excavation, the measured flow rates were low (<1 SCCM). Relatively high flow rates occur when the interbed is within about 2 m of the excavation and the measurement has been made near the center of a drift or intersection. As illustrated in Figure 8, measured flow rates are always less than 1 SCCM when the measurement is made from near the rib, and the measurements made from near the center are greater than 1 SCCM. As shown in Figure 9, the wider the drift, the more flow is measured in the interbed.

Gas-flow measurements were conducted in the entryways to the first storage panel during May and June 1986 and repeated about one year later. The S1600 entryway is 4.3 m high by 4.6 m wide, and the S1950 entryway is 4.3 m high by 6.7 m wide. At these locations, the tests were performed in test intervals which contain the first significant interbeds above (Seam B) and below (MB139) the excavation (Figure 2). The tests were made near the center of the excavation. Initial measurements were made in these locations about 1 month after the excavation of the drifts. The results of the measurements are given in Table 1. Initially, during five of the six tests conducted in the rock above the drift, the formation produced gas, rather than accepting gas. One year later, the gas from the formation had dissipated, and flows less than 10 SCCM were measured. In tests conducted
Figure 7. Gas Flow Rates in Halite Test Intervals

Figure 8. Flow Rates in Interbed Layers within 2 m of Drifts
Figure 9. Width of Drift versus Gas Flow Rate in MB139

Figure 10. Contours of Gas Flow Rate around N1100 Drift at 4 yr
### Table 1. Normalized Flow Rate (SCCM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>1986 TESTS</th>
<th>1987 TESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1600 Drift</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.6 m wide)</td>
<td>produced gas</td>
<td>0.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seam B (up)</td>
<td>produced gas</td>
<td>0.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>produced gas</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB139 (down)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.23</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1950 Drift</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11 m wide)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seam B (up)</td>
<td>produced gas</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>produced gas</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB139 (down)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>&gt;10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>&gt;10^5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Below detection limits of instrumentation

Table 1. Normalized Flow Rates (SCCM)

in the rock below the drift, the initial gas injected flow rates were considerably greater in the wider drift. One year later, the flow rates nominally increased in the narrow drift but increased substantially in the wider drift.

In the 3.5 x 6 m N1100 drift an array of holes was drilled radially to a depth of about 10 m. Gas flow tests were conducted in numerous intervals along each hole. Figure 10 presents the results as contours of the normalized flow rate magnitude surrounding the drift. These results clearly demonstrate increased flow rates in the immediate vicinity of WIPP facility excavations. The contours in the halite suggest a circular or elliptical pattern centered on the drift with flow rates decreasing radially outward from the excavation. Anomalous zones of high flow were measured in MB139.

### Tracer Gas Studies

Tracer gas studies were conducted from the N1420 drift in 1986 (Stormont et al., 1987) and the N1100 drift in 1987 (Peterson, 1987). The tests involved injecting a diluted tracer gas into a packed-off region of the test borehole and sampling the gas in surrounding boreholes for its arrival. In most instances, plastic tarps were fixed to the drift floor to catch gas moving from the test interval into the drift. The gas samples were analyzed for evidence of tracer, using electron capture gas chromatography. The flow path apertures were estimated as described by Peterson and Christensen (1980).

The purpose of the N1420 testing was to provide estimates of fracture continuity and apertures in MB139. The tracer arrivals indicate that the flow path width in MB139 in-
creases as the span of the drift increases--from an estimated 0.002 cm in a 6.6-m-wide drift to 0.04 cm at the intersection of two 11-m-wide drifts. It was also discovered during these tests that tracer gas was being transmitted from MB139 to the drift via the approximately 1 m thick layer of salt between MB139 and the floor of the drifts. Consistent with the inferences about MB139, it was found that apparent vertical flow paths in the salt increase with drift dimension--from 0.002 cm in a 6.6-m-wide drift to 0.02 cm at the intersection of two 11-m-wide drifts.

In the 6.6-m-wide N11000 drift, tracer gas studies were conducted in three boreholes: one vertically up; one vertically down; and one horizontal. The test intervals were all in the salt within 1 m of the drift face. The tests in the vertically up and vertically down boreholes both indicate larger flow paths in the vertical direction (between the test interval and the drift). The test in the horizontal borehole indicated flow paths parallel to the drift face appreciably larger than those between the test interval and the drift. The inferred aperture of the flow path in all tests was small, about $1 \times 10^{-6}$ m.
DISCUSSION

Possible Mechanical Processes Active in the DRZ

An underground opening extends a zone of influence into the host rock 5 to 6 times the radius of the opening around which the stress is redistributed (Brady and Brown, 1985). Within this zone of influence, the development of a zone (DRZ) of fractured, and dilatant rock around a mined opening is considered common in underground engineering (e.g., Peng, 1978; Gramberg and Roest, 1984; Brady and Brown, 1985). At the WIPP, the development of a DRZ has been confirmed by borehole observations, geophysical surveys, and gas flow tests. The origin of the DRZ is complex, with several processes competing or acting in concert. The stress field that develops in response to the opening influences the growth of the DRZ, but the geologic structure (e.g., preexisting fractures, clay, and anhydrite interbeds) around and near the opening is also important (Coates, 1981). The following processes may play a significant role in the development of the DRZ at the WIPP:

- Strain-rate dependent brittle failure of an elliptical zone of host rock immediately around the opening, in which the brittle failure envelope based on a strain-rate criterion is exceeded by the accelerated strain-rate adjacent to the opening (Dusseault et al., 1987).
- A volume of disturbed rock develops bounded by the excavation face and the elliptical surface of “the Active Opening” (Mraz, 1980). This volume of rock can separate (decouple) from the host rock along a shear zone that follows the elliptical surface of “the Active Opening.”
- Shear induced by the opening along planes of weakness such as clay seams, which are close to the excavation but do not intersect the excavation (Brady and Brown, 1985).
- A pressure arch develops symmetrically above and below the opening, resulting in the redistribution of stresses and the development of stress concentration about the opening (Peng, 1978; Coates, 1981). Within the pressure arch, zones that are in tension develop within the host rock.

These processes give us a framework to understand the development of the DRZ at the WIPP. But at the WIPP, it has not been demonstrated rigorously, as yet, that these processes are active. The next step will be to examine how the processes outlined above can be used in modeling to numerically predict the growth of the DRZ. This step is needed to enhance the reliability of seal design and to determine whether the existing in-situ data and numerically derived data (e.g., stress fields around a WIPP opening) provide a sufficient base for predicting the development of the DRZ with time.

Hydraulic Characteristics of the DRZ

Basically, the DRZ can be characterized hydraulically in several ways:

- Within 2 m of the excavation, the DRZ is a zone in which increased flow rates and gas permeabilities are observed relative to the far field host rock.
- The increase in flow rate and permeability within the DRZ appears to be a function of rock type, size of the excavation, and age of the excavation.
The DRZ has a lower fluid content than the far field rock salt. The fluid content of the DRZ also varies laterally along the length of the underground excavations. This lateral variation suggests that lateral variations in the permeability field and fracture density may exist.

To explain the gas flow results in halite, Stormont et al. (1987) postulated that a partially-saturated dilatant zone surrounds the WIPP excavation. In particular, a dilatant DRZ could account for gas flow in a formation that is thought to be brine-saturated in the undisturbed condition. The dilatant zone could include brine-saturated pores of sufficient size that their entry pressures are very low, permitting gas flow in our tests. An alternative explanation is that this zone is not completely brine-saturated, and the gas flows through the accessible gas-filled porosity. When the dilatant zone is created, accessible brine may be drawn into pore spaces by capillary pressure. This wetting would be uneven, because pore sizes differ, and the residual gas could then serve as gas flow channels. Evaporation of pore brine, expected to be enhanced by mine ventilation with relatively dry air, will also serve to create, maintain, or expand a partially-saturated zone. The gas-filled flow paths could be a small portion of the total porosity; gas can occupy as little as 1 to 2% of the total pore space and still provide a continuous path for gas flow (Geffen et al., 1951).

Implications of the DRZ:

On Previous Findings

In 1986 based on the preliminary study during the autumn of 1985, the WIPP project participants (the WIPP Project Office [WPO], Bechtel, SNL, and Westinghouse) concluded (Lappin, 1986) that the WIPP facility horizon should not be moved in response to the observed fractures in Room T (see section above on Chronology of Fracture Observations). The project also concluded that the width of the barrier pillars should be maintained at 60 m and that the rooms and drifts be keep at the minimal size compatible with operation of the waste emplacement equipment. The rationale for the last two steps was to provide for seal emplacement with the minimum of disturbed rock.

The studies conducted since the autumn of 1985 were intended to support the conclusions reached in 1986. Since fractures and disturbed rock are observed throughout the underground facility and at both facility horizons, development of a DRZ would probably occur at any horizon within the salt units at the WIPP. Therefore, as concluded in 1986, moving the facility to another horizon would not greatly affect the growth of a DRZ. The continuing studies reiterate that the size of the DRZ increases with the age and size of the openings. This relationship is consistent with the 1986 conclusion to keep the openings to a minimal size. However, this conclusion is in conflict with the need to provide a stable back for mining operations. To stabilize the back in active drifts and rooms such as tramways, the back will have to be periodically shaved, which probably will result in a larger opening than designed.

On Observed Closure

From the porosity field surrounding the WIPP drifts inferred from gas flow measurements, Stormont et al. (1987) derived a component of closure due to dilatancy. This dilatant component of closure as inferred from gas flow measurements could contribute, along with creep closure, to the total closure observed. Morgan et al. (1986) documented that calculated closures on creep laws underpredicted the observed
closure by a factor of three at the WIPP. The recognition of a dilatant strain component could to a degree reduce the differences between the observed closures and the calculated closures based solely on creep laws.

**On Room Stability**

The studies described in this report and in the work of Francke (1987) show that a DRZ will develop around all of the underground workings, given sufficient time. Therefore, Mining Operations has established the Openings Maintenance Program to study how the DRZ forms and how to best control it. The development of the DRZ has already impacted maintenance for several underground excavations. The primary concern of Mining Operations is to maintain a safe back and rooms from which the retrieval of waste will not be impeded during the first 5 to 10 yr by failure of the back. An additional consideration will be the maintenance of room and tramway tolerances over the extended periods of operations (15-25 yr). This maintenance may require trimming the floor into the fractured anhydrite of MB139 in order to maintain the required thickness of salt in the back for stability. The fractured anhydrite in the floor may require further maintenance. As we gain experience underground at the WIPP, we will know the magnitude of the effects on operations due to the DRZ, but we now understand that the DRZ will develop throughout the underground facility and will affect operations to some extent.

**On Seal Design**

The major considerations in rock mass sealing are the seal/rock interface and in the DRZ in the vicinity of the seals. A substantial DRZ that persists in time could provide a path through which fluid could bypass the seals. If a DRZ is not healed with time, it could interconnect the waste disposal panels with other portions of the facility. Delineation of the DRZ is required to determine what, if any, remedial action is necessary to establish effective seals. Stress buildup in the vicinity of a relatively stiff inclusion (e.g., concrete or consolidated salt seals) may reverse the disturbance by forcing the rock back together, thereby decreasing its permeability. Preliminary studies by Arguello and Torres (1988) suggest that stresses within the host rock around a seal build up toward lithostatic. Qualitatively, the stress buildup should initiate healing, but the rates and amount of permeability reduction due to the healing process are not well known. The behavior of anhydrite is important, since a major fracture system develops within MB139, and fractures in anhydrite (with its increased strength and slower solution and reprecipitation relative to halite) will heal at a different rate than halite. Also, lateral displacement (shear) occurs across the fractures in the DRZ. This shear is such that the asperities on opposite walls of the fracture no longer match. This mismatch will retard healing of the fracture. If the healing of the DRZ does not occur fast enough, excavation of the excessively transmissive portion of the DRZ at strategic locations is an option.

**On Performance Assessment**

This study does not directly address the effects of a DRZ on Performance Assessment of the WIPP facility, but from this study some questions arise that would be of importance. These questions are whether the DRZ would:

- Provide seal bypass
- Affect brine influx
- Act as a fluid sink
A seal bypass as described above would develop if the DRZ provided an interconnected zone of permeability higher than the host rock, which the seal design did not adequately close. Brine influx may be affected by the DRZ by the alteration of the stress gradients around the openings with the initiation of fracturing and the development of discrete, high permeability zones. A sink for both brine and gas could be provided by a network of fractures and zones of higher permeability that develops in the DRZ. This sink would not only accept formation fluids but also fluids from mining operations (water-jet cutter and the water spread from the shaft sumps) and from the waste form. Gases generated from the waste and other operations underground could also collect in the sink provided by the DRZ.

To ascertain the effects of these questions on Performance Assessment, the continued characterization of the DRZ needs to interface with the seal design and testing. Also, more study of fracture healing, both in anhydrite and halite, is needed to understand the rates of fracture closure and permeability reduction that would develop with time during the closure of the repository.
Effects of the DRZ on Rock Properties and Behavior

Rock salt that experiences excessive strain or is decoupled from the far-field host rock will no longer behave like intact rock salt. Such changes in behavior and properties are observed in hydraulic tests and geophysical measurements within the DRZ that has developed around the underground WIPP facility. The DRZ is characterized by distinct changes in permeability and water content of the host rock from the excavation surface out 1 to 2 m from the excavation. Geophysical studies of resistivities suggest that the permeability and/or fluid content of the DRZ also varies laterally.

Character of the Disturbed Rock Zone

Underground excavations at the WIPP site result in the development of a DRZ. This DRZ can be envisioned as a series of elliptical structures centered on the excavation (Figure 11, modified from Gramberg and Roest, 1984). The structures developed within the DRZ are characterized by mesoscopic and microscopic fracturing in both the halite and anhydrite interbeds at the facility horizon in response to stresses developed during excavation or excessive strain induced by creep. The rock salt in the ribs develops nearly vertical fractures parallel to the drift due to the low radial stresses near the ribs. These fractures may become extensive enough to result in spalling.

Effects of the Age and Size of the Excavation

The magnitude of the structures developed within the DRZ appears to be a function of both the size and the age of the opening. In the wider openings, within a 5 yr period fractures are observed at all locations. Around these openings, a zone of the host rock has separated (decoupled) from the surrounding rock and has become stress relieved. In this case, the effective size of the opening, which includes the excavation and the decoupled rock around it (the Active Opening of Mraz [1980]), is not defined by the excavation but by the zone of the fractures that separate the DRZ from the intact host rock. In the narrower openings at the WIPP, within the same 5 yr period fracturing is not observed at all locations. However, with time the narrow rooms show an increasing distribution of fractures (50% of areas after 3 years and 70% after 5 years).
Figure 11. Fracture Pattern around an Excavation in Salt
Modified from Fig. 8 in Gramberg and Roest (1984) as observed in Asse mine
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